Teaching Students to Recognize and Implement Good Coding Style
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ABSTRACT
Teaching students to write code with good style is important but difficult: in-depth feedback currently requires a human. AutoStyle, a style tutor that scales, offers adaptive, real-time holistic style feedback and hints as students improve their code. An in-situ study with 103 undergraduate students in a CS class compared AutoStyle to a control tutor which only offered ABC score. While students improved the style of their code in both cases, students working with AutoStyle were more likely to use an appropriate language idiom and to improve their recognition of good style. However, students struggled to implement style improvements, even when hints recommended specific functions.

Measuring the Beauty of Code
Beautiful code goes beyond simply adhering to syntactic coding standards such as indentation, use of whitespace, and the placement of delimiters (e.g., braces). Ward Cunningham is quoted in [17] as stating that beautiful code “makes it look like the language was made for the problem.” The Related Work section reviews both quantitative and qualitative methods used by professional programmers to assess the beauty of their code, but these do not eliminate an expert programmer’s subjective judgment, including the ability to recognize where improvements in beauty are possible. For novice programmers, therefore, we start at the level of individual methods (functions) and ask: What makes a short function (5–15 lines) beautiful, and can we teach students to recognize and improve code beauty at this level?

Cunningham’s goal focuses on matching the problem to the facilities and abstractions available in the language and its core libraries. For example, while both JavaScript and Ruby have some features associated with functional languages, the use of collection idioms (e.g., map) is far more prevalent in Ruby, whereas the use of higher-order functions is much more frequent in JavaScript. As another example, both Python and Ruby include basic control flow constructs such as if...then, but Ruby also includes unless, and allows reversing the clauses in a conditional. As these examples illustrate, stylistic usages depend on the language. Therefore, language-independent guidelines are insufficient.

While Fowler and Beck have stated [7] that “no set of [code] metrics rivals informed human intuition” for improving code quality, Mäntylä et al. [15] found empirically that for the...
simple “code smells” at the method level, there was high inter-rater agreement between humans and source code metrics on what refactoring would be appropriate. Informal experimentation by teaching assistants in our intermediate programming courses has shown that the Assignment–Branch–Conditional (ABC) score [6], which measures a weighted sum of three basic types of statements within a function, is a good proxy for idiomatic code at the method level. ABC score rewards conciseness, and code with the best ABC score generally combines an efficient approach and appropriate language idioms. Consequently, ABC score is one of the metrics computed by virtually all tools that compute code metrics, including online services such as CodeBeat.com and CodeClimate.com. While we use ABC score to operationalize good style at the level of individual methods, we note that it does not capture all important style features (e.g., the usefulness of variable names and comments). As idiomatic code is important and often unsupported in introductory CS courses, it is our focus here.

Prior Work: The AutoStyle Tutor
Computing the ABC score does not tell students how to improve it. Providing holistic suggestions for improving style currently requires an instructor to hand-inspect code, a solution that is asynchronous and does not scale to large courses.

AutoStyle [4] is a research system that provides automated, adaptive style hints. The hints suggest syntax shortcuts and offer better approaches to solving the problem. Hints may also include code skeletons, in which the control flow is given but the student must fill in missing lines. AutoStyle’s hints are intended to help the student improve their code’s ABC score. A prior, randomized, controlled study of AutoStyle with 80 paid participants (students in an introductory computer science class) showed that AutoStyle helped students improve their code [4]. Students were given the standard “style manual” created for the course and were asked to write code that solved a programming problem and achieved a target ABC score. All students were allowed unlimited attempts, and received their ABC score after each one. The intervention group additionally received hints from the AutoStyle tutor [4]. In that study, 70% of the AutoStyle condition reached the style threshold, compared to 13% of the control group.

While this initial evaluation is promising, it examines performance – not learning – it does not demonstrate that students can apply new knowledge or practices outside of the tutor. A follow-up study [3] found that students could learn a coding idiom from AutoStyle and correctly apply while working independently, but it did not compare AutoStyle to a control condition. Finally, while both experiments measured how well students could write beautiful code, they did not examine how well students could recognize beautiful code. Recognizing beautiful code is important when deciding between different code implementations, and when identifying areas of one’s own code for improvement.

Research Questions
We address our research questions by comparing AutoStyle to a control condition in which students see their ABC score but do not receive hints. Our research questions and brief summary of our results are as follows:

1. **RQ1.** Does working with a style tutor help students write beautiful code? Yes, like [4], and students use more appropriate idioms with AutoStyle.

2. **RQ2.** Does working with a style tutor help students write beautiful code independently? No, unlike [3].

3. **RQ3.** Does working with a style tutor improve students’ ability to recognize beautiful code? Yes, and students improve more with AutoStyle.

To investigate these questions we conducted an in situ experiment during the summer offering of an introductory programming course. The experiment consisted of three parts: code improvement, multiple choice questions, and coding from scratch. After completing two coding assignments for the course, students were asked to improve the style of their code to meet an ABC score threshold. All students received their ABC score on each attempt, with some students assigned to receive additional hints from AutoStyle. Before and after the code improvement task, multiple-choice questions measured recognition of beautiful code by asking students to select the example with the best style. Finally, students did a code-from-scratch challenge without any feedback.

**RELATED WORK**
The existing literature on teaching coding style is sparse, both in terms of practical suggestions for teaching and theory for guiding future designs and experiments. This is in contrast to the literature and systems for teaching code correctness, which includes identification of student errors and synthesis of feedback that might help the student transform a defective program into a correct one. Real-time adaptive feedback is a hallmark of these systems, whether given by peer evaluation [13] or automated tools [10].

While automated, real-time feedback is an obvious instructional strategy for coding style, it has not been feasible to provide. Ideally, such feedback would offer personalized, holistic suggestions for improving style. However, currently there are few techniques and tools designed to offer any help on coding style at all.

Current style checkers similar to lint [11, 14] can provide style feedback, but only for relatively low-level stylistic problems such as redundant use of Boolean expressions (e.g. shortening \texttt{if (b!=false) to if (b)} [1]. Another tool, UglyCode [18] can illustrate the importance of good style. UglyCode starts with good code and allows the student or teacher to apply transformations to obfuscate variable names, mess up indentation/line breaks, add useless comments, etc., to teach good style by uglifying a good piece of code rather than improving a bad one. Foobaz helps students choose useful variable names [9].

However, writing beautiful code goes beyond the low-level transformations addressed by these tools. Grady Booch, a pioneer in object-oriented design, writes: “Clean code is simple and direct. Clean code reads like well-written prose. Clean
code never obscures the designers’ intent but rather is full of crisp abstractions and straightforward lines of control” [2]. Adhering to low-level code formatting guidelines is insufficient to produce code with these properties.

Refactoring, in which the structure of code is improved without changing its behavior, is closely tied to good code style. However, most scientific work on analyzing refactoring has focused on identifying refactoring opportunities, either by using formal methods and tools or (more widespread) identifying code smells, which are (anti-)patterns in source code that increase the cost of maintaining and enhancing it by creating unnecessary complexity [19]. In contrast, the role of humans as decision makers in refactoring has been largely neglected in the professional software engineering literature [16].

OVERVIEW OF THE STYLE TUTOR

Pedagogical Framework

Coding with good style is a metacognitive task: it involves not just producing code, but assessing, planning, and evaluating changes. Closely related to practicing good coding style is refactoring - improving the structure of a piece of code without changing its functionality. While refactoring typically occurs across methods or classes, the techniques used can also be applied to individual methods. Our three-step process for improving style draws on a six-step process for refactoring: (1) recognize that a piece of code needs refactoring, (2) determine which refactoring techniques to apply, (3) ensure the refactoring preserves correct behavior, (4) apply the refactoring, (5) assess the effect on quality (i.e. whether further refactoring is needed), (6) modify related artifacts such as technical documentation to reflect the changes [19].

Our three steps for improving coding style are intended to guide assessment and instruction:

i Assessment. Identify areas for style improvement. A novice may have no basis for doing this step. This step is similar to step 1 for refactoring.

ii Information Retrieval. Efficiently search for a better idiom or strategy. This step is similar to step 2 for refactoring. While experienced programmers don’t memorize every language idiom, they do know how to look for them. Novices may not know how to conduct such a search or how to recognize what information is likely to be helpful. Further, even when a novice is familiar with a useful language idiom, they may not realize that it is applicable to their current problem.

iii Implementation. Correctly apply the new idiom or strategy to the particular coding task. This step is similar to step 4 for refactoring. This step may be particularly difficult for a novice, as incorporating unfamiliar language idioms may introduce bugs.

This three-step procedure should be repeated as necessary (similar to step 5 for refactoring). This pedagogical framework was developed after AutoStyle was implemented. Consequently, AutoStyle performs step 1 (assessment), supports students in doing step 2 (information retrieval), and does not support step 3 (implementation). AutoStyle detects which aspect of the code should be improved and suggests a function or an approach. When offering syntax hints, the tutor provides the name of a function and directs students to online documentation for more details. This is intended to give the students practice using documentation. AutoStyle does not offer hints on code that is not functionally correct.

Implementation

We briefly review the description of the style tutor; for further details see [4]. In order for AutoStyle to automatically generate hints, a corpus of several hundred previously collected submissions is needed to capture the style variations in students’ submissions. Each submission’s style is measured with the scalar quantity of Assignment–Branch–Condition (ABC) complexity, also known as ABC score.

Whereas [4] calculates the ABC score as the weighted L2 norm of the ABC vector, we used the equivalently weighted L1 norm, which allowed us to calculate ABC score gains and compare the progression of students’ improvements. We preferred the linear properties of the L1 norm since code complexity should scale linearly with the number of operations. The original inventor of the ABC metric, who used the L2 norm, has stated that using a different vector norm may be preferable [6].

The corpus of submissions is clustered using density-based clustering, which is superior to K-means in that outliers far away from a cluster centroid are not “forced” into a cluster; this allows the instructor to identify students who may require more general guidance on problem strategy as opposed to hints for fine-tuning a sound strategy. Normalized tree edit distance is used as a distance metric. Previous studies have shown that clustering ASTs using this distance metric often captures groups of code with similar high-level design [4]. Through the instructor interface, an instructor can provide hints tailored to a specific cluster. In our implementation, AutoStyle provides instructor-written (A) approach hints that include links to resources such as language documentation, and (B) skeletons created by redacting a similar-but-correct submission from the corpus. Scale is effectively handled as instructor-created hints are proportional to the number of clusters, not the number of submissions, and in general the number of clusters and the number of submissions do not correlate [4].

Upon receiving a submission from a student, AutoStyle grades the submission for correctness by running a suite of test cases. If the code is functionally correct, its abstract syntax tree (AST) is extracted and compared to all other submissions to determine which cluster it would best fit into. Submissions mapping to “weak” clusters (poor ABC scores) are shown approach hints, skeletons, or both.

Submissions mapping to “strong” clusters are shown one or more automatically generated syntax hints. Syntax hints are generated by identifying another submission that has a similar structure but a better ABC score. Features that are present (or absent) from the superior submission are extracted and displayed to students as features they may want to add (or remove) from their submission. Hints can be provided until the student reaches the best ABC score in the corpus. Noted software engineer Michael Feathers says of clean code that
“There is nothing obvious that you can do to make it better” [5]. His definition is operationalized by our approach, in which students improve their code style until reaching an optimal threshold determined by examining a corpus of submissions assumed to contain at least one “ideal” exemplar. AutoStyle supports students in improving their code incrementally, by pointing them to idioms and approaches that make their code slightly better. Students are not immediately pointed to the best style solution, since the differences between a poor solution and the best one may be hard to understand in one jump. Figure 1 shows hints provided to an AutoStyle student.

EXPERIMENT

This study examined the effect of AutoStyle in the context of a large introductory CS course. On two selected homework problems, after writing a functional solution, students could work on improving their code’s style for extra credit. Students who wanted the extra credit were invited to participate in the study (unpaid). Only study participants were given AutoStyle. Students did untutored problems as assessments.

Class Context and Materials

330 students were enrolled in the summer offering of the on-campus introductory CS course. This course, geared toward rising sophomores, is intended to be students’ first CS class and is required for the major. Style is a component of this course, and students’ large programming projects are hand-graded for style. Of the style features that determined students’ style grades in the course, some overlap with measures that ABC captures (e.g., avoiding unnecessary function calls and variable assignments, avoiding code that is never called) while others are distinct (e.g., meaningful variable names, clear and useful comments). ABC was not used directly to determine style grades in the course.

In study sessions 1 and 2, students revised a completed homework problem to improve its style (AddUp and Permute). Instructors did not grade those problems for style. We selected these two problems because past students’ answers had a wide range of style quality, suggesting both that students may benefit from style support and AutoStyle could construct chains to provide it automatically. For AddUp and Permute, we used approximately 500 historical submissions to set up the clustering and hints in the AutoStyle tutor. For sessions 1 and 2, students worked with a tutor to improve their style on their homework problems, and then independently did experimenter-created tasks that drew on key idioms and concepts targeted in the homework (Letters and CountAnagrams). For study session 3, students only did an untutored, experimenter-created coding task, which drew on functions from students’ most recent homework. All of the problems in the study can be solved in 4-10 lines of Python. The tutored homework problems and independent coding challenges were:

(1) Session 1 - with tutoring. AddUp: Given an integer \( n \) and a list of integers \( 1st \), return true if there exists two unique elements in \( 1st \) that add up to \( n \).

(2) Session 1 - independent. Letters: Given a list of words \( 1st \), return a Python set of letters that are common amongst all words in \( 1st \).

(3) Session 2 - with tutoring. Permute: Given a list of unique integers \( 1st \), implement a Python generator that returns all possible permutations of \( 1st \).

(4) Session 2 - independent. CountAnagrams: Given a word \( word \) as well as a list of valid words \( word_list \), return the number of anagrams for \( word \) that are also in \( word_list \).

(5) Session 3 - assessment. MaxDepth: Write a function that takes a deep list, and determines its maximum depth. You may use any built-in python functions.

We chose these problems to examine AutoStyle in a natural setting with normal coursework. While we designed the tasks to be suitable for students’ prior knowledge, the course had not taught students to use the target functions to minimize ABC score in their code. In these problems and throughout the course, instructors asked students to write their own logic rather than using built-in functions. While this gives students practice coding, it does not mimic professional practices.

The multiple-choice questions presented a programming problem and 6 or 7 solutions. Part one of each question asked students to select the correct solution with the best style (Figure 2). To see if students were overlooking good solutions because they mistakenly thought they were not functional, part two asked students to select all functionally correct solutions. To avoid ordering effects, the answer order was randomized at pre-test and post-test for each student.

Participants

200 students participated in at least one study activity. The analysis below only includes the 103 students who participated in study activities for sessions 1 and 2. 99 of those students also participated in session 3. Students were randomly assigned to three groups: (1) get AutoStyle for the first assignment only, (2) for both assignments, or (3) for none of the assignments. Students’ random assignment into study conditions did not affect the instruction they received in class. Each study session was limited to a two-hour block (see Method), and students did not receive class instruction during the study sessions. Therefore, it is unlikely that any differences between conditions across the study, and especially within a single study session, were caused by the course instruction.

Method

For sessions 1 and 2, students began by writing a working solution to their homework problem and submitting it to the course auto-grader. This solution had to pass a set of instructor-written test cases. If the solution was correct, the student could open the extra-credit interface from the auto-grader and work on improving the code’s style. At this point, students were invited to participate in the study.

Consenting students did a pretest of two-part multiple-choice questions (two questions in session 1 and one in session 2). Then students worked with their assigned style tutor (AutoStyle or ABC score only) until they reached a target ABC score (9 or below; lower scores are better), or until 45 minutes elapsed. We used 9 as the score threshold after examining prior submissions. Those submissions showed acceptable
style, with the best ones scoring around 2. Students had unlimited submissions. After each functionally correct submission, students were shown their ABC score. If a submission was not functionally correct, students were shown the expected and received results of experimenter-written test cases.

After working with the style tutor, students did a post-test (with the same multiple-choice questions as the pre-test). Finally, students were given a coding challenge, where they were asked to solve a new programming problem, from scratch, without hints or ABC score feedback. Students had an unlimited submissions, and worked until their program passed all experimenter-written test cases, or until 2 hours had elapsed for the whole experiment session. The third study assignment was a cumulative assessment with multiple-choice questions (one each from the previous assignments and one novel) and an independent coding challenge.

RESULTS
103 students participated in sessions 1 and 2 (respectively, 72 AutoStyle and 31 Control, and 49 AutoStyle and 54 Control). One AutoStyle student and three Control students each from session 1 and 2 did not do session 3.

Coding Style Improved
On each problem, a few students (≤ 6) did not submit any functional solutions. Only students who submitted at least one functional solution are included in the analyses of coding style. Students improved their style when they worked with either tutor (AutoStyle or ABC score only), but did not improve their style on the untutored coding challenges. Most students submitted at least two unique, functional solutions for the tutored problems, indicating that the feedback prompted revisions. By their last submissions, most students surpassed the ABC threshold for the tutored problems (AddUp: Control - 71%, AutoStyle - 74%; Permute: Control - 75%, AutoStyle - 78%). Means for ABC scores improved from first to last attempts for the tutored problems (from 11.7 to 8.5 for AddUp and from 11.3 to 8.7 for Permute). For the untutored problems Letters and CountAnagrams, few students submitted more than one functional solution, and scores did not improve on those problems. For the untutored problem MaxDepth, 7 AutoStyle students and one control student improved their code through revision, resulting in a slight improvement in scores for the AutoStyle condition but not the control. Table 1 shows how many students in each condition completed each problem and revised their work, along with initial and final style scores.

Although students’ style scores do not satisfy the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, we proceeded with ANOVAs and t-tests under the assumptions of the Central Limit Theorem since there were more than 30 students in each condition. Within-condition paired t-tests indicate significant differences in initial and final style scores on the tutored problems for both conditions, indicating that both tutors helped students improve through revision. The only untutored problem that showed a significant difference in initial and final style score was MaxDepth, and only for the AutoStyle condition, indicating that AutoStyle students improved their score through revision while working independently. However, while the result is statistically significant, the improvement was small (see table 1 for means, p-values, and t-values). To compare improvement on tutored vs. untutored problems, we ran separate repeated measures ANOVAs for ABC scores in study sessions 1 and 2. These ANOVAs followed the pattern suggested by the means: students in both conditions improved on the tutored problems but not the untutored ones, and there were
Students were allowed unlimited code submissions. Submissions that were not functionally correct were not given an ABC score. Further, some students submitted the same exact code several times in a row. Therefore, in examining students’ attempts to improve their code, we consider an attempt to be a functional solution that is not a duplicate of the immediately-preceding submission. Across conditions, students averaged about 4 attempts when they worked with a style tutor (4.7 and 4.1 for AddUp and Permutation, respectively). 90% of AutoStyle students and 87% of control students made two or more attempts on AddUp. 67% of AutoStyle students and 64% of control students made two or more attempts on Permute (see table 1 for raw numbers). Most of the remaining students met the style threshold on their first attempts. Only one student in each condition (for AddUp and one control student (for Permute) made only one attempt without meeting the style threshold. Repeating the ANOVAs above without students who met the style threshold on their first attempt does not change the significance levels of the results. Students averaged 1 attempt on the coding challenge, when they did not receive any feedback or have a style threshold (1.1, 1.1, and 1.2 for Letters, CountAnagrams, and MaxDepth). Fewer than 20% of students made multiple attempts on these problems.

Identification of Good Style Improved

Students improved in their identification of the best style solution from a given set. Multiple choice questions on each assignment were given before and after the tutored coding problem. These questions presented a coding problem and sample solutions, and asked which solution exhibited the best style. Answers were scored 1 if correct and 0 if incorrect or blank. Session 1 included two of these questions and session 2 had one. On AddUp question 2 and on the question for Permute, AutoStyle students improved more than the control, with no significant difference in improvement on AddUp question 1 (see table 2 for mean scores). Three separate logistic regressions on the post-test scores, with tutoring condition and corresponding pre-test score as factors, indicate significant effects for pre-test score (all $p < .015$), with significant effects for condition on question 2 for AddUp ($p = .04$) and on the question for Permute ($p = .03$), in favor of AutoStyle. Nagelkerke’s pseudo $R^2$ for the three regressions are .15, .38 and .16, respectively. These analyses were done on all 103 students who participated in the study. Additional logistic regressions were run on scores from session 3, with corresponding pre-test scores from session 1 or 2 and exposure to AutoStyle as factors. Condition was not significant in any of those analyses, suggesting that AutoStyle outperformed the control on immediate learning but not longer term retention.

While students improved on their identification of the best coding style, they did not improve on their identification of which code blocks were functionally correct. After asking which solution exhibited the best style, a follow-up question asked which ones correctly solved the problem. For each of the 6 code samples, students got 1 point if they correctly identified it as functional or not. Students’ improvement on these items were not significant from pre- to post-test or significantly different by condition, as indicated by a repeated measures ANOVA on the three questions (AddUp 1 and 2, and Permute).
We selected one student from each group, choosing cases AutoStyle students who did not meet the style threshold de-

AutoStyle is intended to help students by pointing them to

of 11.6 (slightly higher than the goal, 9). AutoStyle suggests

AddUp (tutored)

AddUp (no tutor)

Permuted (tutored)

CountAnagrams (no tutor)

MaxDepth (no tutor)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>AutoStyle Mean Attempts</th>
<th>Initial style Mean</th>
<th>Final style Mean</th>
<th>Paired t-test p-value</th>
<th>Control Mean</th>
<th>Mean Attempts</th>
<th>Initial style Mean</th>
<th>Final style Mean</th>
<th>Paired t-test p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AddUp (tutored)</td>
<td>71 (64)</td>
<td>3.6 (2.4)</td>
<td>11.9 (6.4)</td>
<td>8.5 (5.7)</td>
<td>31 (27)</td>
<td>7.2 (5.9)</td>
<td>11.4 (4.3)</td>
<td>8.4 (4.1)</td>
<td>p &lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters (no tutor)</td>
<td>70 (2)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.17)</td>
<td>15.4 (9.2)</td>
<td>15.4 (9.2) same mean</td>
<td>31 (6)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.63)</td>
<td>13.5 (4.5)</td>
<td>13.6 (4.4)</td>
<td>p = .432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permuted (tutored)</td>
<td>49 (33)</td>
<td>5.0 (6.07)</td>
<td>11.1 (4.6)</td>
<td>8.6 (2.70) p &lt; .001</td>
<td>53 (34)</td>
<td>3.4 (4.26)</td>
<td>11.5 (4.7)</td>
<td>8.7 (3.1)</td>
<td>p &lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountAnagrams (no tutor)</td>
<td>48 (2)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.20)</td>
<td>22.5 (7.4)</td>
<td>22.5 (7.4) p = .159</td>
<td>49 (4)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.27)</td>
<td>21.4 (7.4)</td>
<td>21.4 (7.5)</td>
<td>p = .322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxDepth (no tutor)</td>
<td>70 (10)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.35)</td>
<td>18.3 (5.34)</td>
<td>18.1 (5.31) p = .017</td>
<td>28 (5)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.59)</td>
<td>17.9 (4.7)</td>
<td>18.0 (4.8)</td>
<td>p = .395</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. For each task, the number of students who submitted a functional solution (and who submitted at least two attempts). Means (and standard deviations) for number of attempts, and for initial and final ABC scores. Students are divided by condition. Paired t-tests compare the first and last ABC scores of each problem, by condition, to determine if the improvement is significant. t-values for each test are (left to right): 7.9, 4.7, NA, -.80, 4.4, 4.9, -1.4, 1.0, 2.4, -.86. In session 3 (MaxDepth, untutored), students who had used AutoStyle previously improved their score with revision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple Choice</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
<th>Session 3</th>
<th>Condition (pre-post)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AddUp Q1</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>p = .7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddUp Q2</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>p = .04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permuted</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>p = .03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Multiple-choice questions at pre- and post-test asked students which code example was stylistically best (two questions for session 1, one for session 2). Two of these questions were repeated at session 3. Percent correct for each condition shows more improvement for AutoStyle. Logistic regressions on post-test scores with pre-test as a covariate show that the greater improvement in the AutoStyle condition for AddUp Q2 and for Permuted are significant. This table includes all participants.

by test time (pre or post), with condition as a fixed factor (p > .05 for test time, test time * question, condition, and condition * test time; n = 103).

STUDENTS’ INTERACTIONS WITH THE TUTORS

AutoStyle is intended to help students by pointing them to new style idioms and approaches, which the student ideally implements. Case studies illustrate how students actually interacted with AutoStyle and the control tutor. Our case studies come from three categories: AutoStyle students who improved their code and met the style threshold on their last attempt; AutoStyle students who did not meet the style threshold despite multiple attempts; and Control students who improved their code and met the style threshold on their last attempt. We selected one student from each group, choosing cases where we felt most confident interpreting students’ intentions and where students’ actions highlighted shortcomings of AutoStyle. These case studies are from AddUp (session 1).

Implementation Is Hard. Case Study: Diligent Student

The Diligent Student begins with an acceptable solution: using a for-loop over all elements in lst, which yields an ABC score of 11.6 (slightly higher than the goal, 9). AutoStyle suggests using the Python built-in function list. This change would make the code better incrementally, but would not immediately lead to the best solution. The student tries to implement the suggestion, but makes a very simple typo. The student has a variable lst, and calls lst instead of list. This introduces a bug, and the code does not compile. It takes the student six submissions to fix this bug (see figure 3). From the code alone, it is not clear if the student misunderstood the hint, or if the student made a typo and struggled to identify it. While no students in the control condition made this exact error, 5 other students in the AutoStyle condition did (8.5% of the AutoStyle condition).

In many ways, this student exemplifies the ideal user of the system. After 45 minutes of working with the tutor, students could still get extra credit even if their code did not meet the threshold. Diligent Student continues to struggle with implementing some hints, working beyond the required 45 minutes. Ultimately, Diligent Student implements hints designed for strong clusters, and achieves an ABC score of 5.4, one of the top style solutions for the homework assignment. This case study illustrates that students cannot just write correct code and then move on to improving its style - even diligent students may regress to non-functional code in the process. For less-diligent students, the bugs they introduce may become insurmountable obstacles.

This student was not the only one who struggled to implement hints. On average, after an AutoStyle student receives a hint, it takes four tries for the student to implement the change in a functionally correct manner. The lack of hints for non-functional code is a weakness of AutoStyle.

Large Changes Are Hard. Case Study: Confused Student

AutoStyle requires students to start with working code. However, all working code is not equal. Confused Student started with a ABC score of 55.6, a big difference from Diligent Student’s 11.6. Confused Student solved the homework problem by breaking the problem down into many (and sometimes redundant) edge cases instead of crafting one holistic solution. AutoStyle does not provide hints that are specific to that starting point, so Confused Student got the same hints as Diligent Student. Confused Student did not successfully implement any of AutoStyle’s hints. Many attempts resulted in non-functional code, and the few submissions that were functionally correct actually made the ABC score worse.
Figure 3. Diligent student gets a skeleton hint suggesting `list` (top left) and makes a typo in trying to implement it (top right). After correcting the typo, the student gets a hint to use `set`, which is implemented correctly (middle row). The student gets further hints throughout the session (bottom left) ending with a stylistically good solution (bottom right).

AutoStyle leads students down an incremental path of code improvement: suggestions point students to solutions that are a little bit better. The assumption underlying this approach is that students will not be able to implement drastic changes in one revision. Confused Student’s interaction support this notion. In total, 13 students started AddUp with ABC scores above 20. Eight students exhausted the required 45 minutes and still had a score above 20 at the end. Two students ended between 20 and 9, and only one met the target threshold. Two students had ABC scores above 20 for the majority of their session, but achieved the best ABC score on their last submission (likely gaming the system).

The general lack of improvement for students who started with very poor code suggests that AutoStyle’s current hints may only be advantageous for students who demonstrate a complete understanding of the preexisting assignment. Students may struggle when AutoStyle asks them to take a perspective that is radically different from the student’s current understanding. Since starting with working code can inhibit large-scale changes [3], some students may benefit from approach hints before they start coding.

**Self Assessment Is Hard. Case Study: Myopic Student**

Myopic Student is a control student, and only received ABC score as feedback. Myopic Student did improve their code style, but demonstrated difficulty in assessing where and how to do so. The student’s first submission is good: it solves the assignment using a for-loop and a call to Python’s set operations, with an ABC score of 9.84. Myopic Student’s initial submission has an identical control flow to Diligent Student’s submission code block 2 in Figure 3. While Diligent Student has AutoStyle’s suggestions to follow, Myopic Student demonstrates a lack of direction in attempts to improve coding style. The student makes a series of simple transformations by removing whitespace and adding redundant test cases in the for-loop body, which only serves to vary the student’s ABC score between 9.84 and 10.92. At some points it seems like this student is just testing out what will make the ABC score go up or down. Shorter code is often more concise and our style metric rewarded students for using fewer lines. However, this measure is vulnerable to gaming, and several students “improved” their style by cramming the whole solution into one line. This brevity reward will not be used in future work. Myopic Student finds that shorter submissions (e.g., without blank lines) result in better ABC score, and then tries to shorten the code further re-ordering the control flow. However, Myopic Student never attempts to implement an operation that wasn’t contained in the original submission. Myopic Student’s submissions illustrate the difficulty in assessing what improvements can be made (step 1 in our pedagogical framework).

**DISCUSSION**

AutoStyle helped students write and recognize beautiful code. Students in both conditions improved their style while working with a tutor. However, overall, students’ submissions on the coding challenges did not demonstrate that AutoStyle promoted better independent work. While students may not have
learned enough from the tutor to make those revisions, another explanation is that students were not well-motivated to improve their style. Students received extra credit for writing any functional solution to the coding challenge, and there was no target ABC score.

Although AutoStyle and the ABC-only tutor produced similar style improvements, students’ paths through the two tutors were different. Considering only the students who met the style threshold for AddUp, AutoStyle students were much more likely to use the target function set (11/22 with the control, 42/51 with AutoStyle). However, it was not the case that students were unfamiliar with set before working with AutoStyle. Almost all students used set in their independent coding challenge (where its relevance was more apparent), and students correctly identified functional solutions with set in the multiple-choice questions. Rather, it seems that without AutoStyle, proportionally more students did not recognize that set would be a good style choice for the AddUp problem. This underscores why the Information Retrieval step in our pedagogical framework applies to a student’s prior knowledge as well as to new information.

Further, ABC score alone was not as helpful in teaching students to recognize good style. While students appeared to be at ceiling for the best-style multiple-choice question AddUp 1, the majority of students were not correct on AddUp 2 or Permute, even at post-test. Identifying good style is not trivial for novice students, likely because their conceptions of good style do not match those of experts. Students in the control condition, like Myopic Student, may have improved their ABC score through guess-and-check without uncovering the meaningful features that affect style. The easiest feature to uncover is superficial: shorter is usually better. Since AutoStyle provided text hints, students did not need to guess at which features mattered for style. This may explain why AutoStyle students improved more than the control on two of the three multiple-choice questions that asked students to select the best style solution. Recognizing good style was not cited as a goal of the original AutoStyle work [4, 3], illustrating how our pedagogical framework can improve the design of style assessments. Overall, students did not improve on their recognition of which options were functional, indicating that improvement on selecting the best style was driven by students’ new ideas about style, not correctness.

Our data suggests that each step in our framework is indeed distinct. Many novices cannot easily identify good style on multiple-choice questions, or retrieve the information necessary to improve their style, even when that information resides in their own prior knowledge (e.g., Myopic Student). Finally, even when students know which function to use, implementation is not trivial (e.g., Diligent Student). These findings show initial validity for our framework, and suggest that style tutors should support all three steps.

Recommendations for CS Educators

If nothing else, show the student their style score while they’re coding and provide a target score based on a reference solution. The quantitative results showed that students improved their code with ABC score alone. This suggests that simply making students aware that style can be measured, and telling them when there is room for improvement, seems to drive them to improve it. However, students are unlikely to learn what good style is with ABC feedback alone. Showing students example code of similar lengths and explaining why one has better style may dissuade students from simply thinking that shorter is better.

Future Work: Improving AutoStyle

Process measure and case studies illustrate where AutoStyle could provide more supportive feedback. First, students need style support even when their code is not functional. There is no clear distinction between getting code to work and improving the code’s style. For the Diligent Student, the Confused Student, and many others, attempts to improve style introduced bugs. These bugs also show the difficulty of Implementation (step 3 in our pedagogical framework). Telling students what function to use is not always enough. In large-enrollment courses, students may make the exact same mistake when trying to implement a change (e.g., 8.5% of the AutoStyle condition tried to call a function with the typo 1st instead of the name 1st). AutoStyle could provide specific feedback for common mistakes.

Second, when students start off with working but stylistically horrible code (like Confused Student), AutoStyle may be more effective if it tells the student to start from the beginning. Including one instructor-written approach hint for these cases may help students who otherwise wouldn’t be able to start down the style-improvement path.

Third, while AutoStyle points students to documentation, it does not help them interpret the documentation. AutoStyle may be more effective if it scaffolds students in how to use online resources - this may also reduce the instance and severity of implementation errors. AutoStyle could also become more adaptive: if the student receives a hint but seems unable to successfully apply it to their own code upon resubmission, the student may need tutoring in interpreting the language documentation or in modifying an example in the documentation to apply it to their own code.

Future Work: Targeted Assessments

This study did not replicate the striking results from [4], where 70% of AutoStyle students vs. 13% of the control reached the best style solution. However, our non-replication was not because AutoStyle students did poorly, but rather because the control students did well. One explanation may be the differences between the particular problems and style thresholds in the two studies. In [4], students needed to use the AutoStyle-recommended syntax to get under the style threshold. In AddUp, students could reach the style threshold without using the syntax that AutoStyle recommended (though it was necessary for the best possible solution). Selecting a lower threshold may have resulted in stronger relative benefits for AutoStyle in our study. For Permute, the main style recommendations related to approach and control flow, not syntax. This made it more difficult to automatically detect the effect of AutoStyle in students’ code. Additionally, AutoStyle’s current approach hints may not be as effective as the syntax hints.
Likewise, we did not replicate the results from [3], where students demonstrated style improvements independently. The independent problems in [3] required the same syntax, used in the same way, as the corresponding tutored AutoStyle problem. This tight connection between the tutored problem and the independent problem was not present in the current study. Future work will develop a range of assessments that allow students to demonstrate both near and far transfer.

CONCLUSIONS

On course homework assignments, both AutoStyle and ABC feedback helped students improve their style. AutoStyle additionally helped students recognize code with good style. This in situ study shows AutoStyle’s effectiveness in a large-enrollment course. Results from the style-recognition questions and from logged student interactions provide initial validation for our 3-step pedagogical framework by showing that the three steps are distinct, and students need support in each. Although AutoStyle was not designed to promote recognition of good style, students did improve on this measure, a key component of Assessment (step 1 in our framework). While an important aspect of AutoStyle is that it directs students to code documentation and online resources, this study showed the importance of helping students incorporate their own prior knowledge (part of Information Retrieval, step 2). Finally, case studies and log data show that students still struggle with Implementation (step 3) even when step 2 is complete.
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